
  

 

 

Teacher &  Mystic Mentor Wendy Schabrel     

Mystica Mulier 

MOVEMENT PREPARATION FOR ALL BELLYDANCE VOCABULARY:  

 Long and Profound Breath: Connecting With Your Sacred Self 

With both feet comfortably placed about a shoulder width apart, breathe 

from the lower abdomen through centre, into the upper abdomen,  

into your lower & upper back & into your shoulders until they softly expand 

& lift. This relaxes the nervous system, connects you with your mind-body-

emotional & spiritual self-awareness, grounds your earth connection,  

invitesimindful focus & centres the body balance for equal weight  

distribution on left/right sides. Then gently add a visualization into your  

internal consciousness that speaks to invoking Your Luminescent, Radiant 

Leader within & invite her into your dance practice.    

 Practice leaning from side to side and forward and back to experience being 

mindful of the weight transfer on different parts of the foot; the sides, toes, 

heels. Let your weight find its centre within you before moving into your 

Basic Dance Stance described below that initiates a  weight transfer.   

 Dance Stance:  Adjust placement of feet comfortably in line with your hips 

& knees. Open both of your toes slightly outward. Transfer your weight on 

to your left side and lift the heel of the right foot so it rests on the ball of 

the foot. With heel lifted, slide it to the centre of the left foot with toe slight-

ly angled to the right. With the left foot flat & the ball of the right foot,  

evenly distribute your weight on each side. You are ready to dance!  
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EARTH: Grounded, connection to the earth, stability and solid  

support. The energy moves downward and the line represents gravity. 

BELLYDANCE VOCABULARY: STEP-TOUCH 

Feet: In Place (The flat step usually corresponds to the bass beat) 

 Imagining your feet as the base of a triangle with its apex in front of you, 

from your Dance Stance, step flat with your LF with foot pointed 

forward  

 Then shifting weight on to the right side, move the toe of your RF to 

touch the tip of the triangle with a distance that is comfortable to main-

tain balance stepping in place. 

 Alternate each foot with these two movements, practicing feeling secure, 

grounded and steady on your feet.  

 Be attentive to your feet. They are your foundation for movement that 

directly empowers or restricts the quality of your hip movements.  

Step-Touch in Forward and Backward Linear Motion 

 To move this step forward, simply allow the forward toe to step down on 

to a flat foot & move the alternating foot to the front apex of the  

triangular shape again.  

 Try doing four sets forward and then to move backward simply step the 

foot that is pointed forward to a flat foot behind you.  Step-Touch  with 

the alternate foot in front of you and then reverse to the other side to re-

peat the same set of movements.  

Adding Arms 

 Always become solid & grounded with your feet movements before add-

ing arms but when you are ready, with arms gracefully hanging on each 

side of your body, lift and extend the same arm as the pointed foot.  

 Alternate each arm with toe. Keep extended arm at hip, shoulder or head 

height.  

Example of Music for Practice: Egyptian Baladi Rhythms, earthy rhythms 

Link for music from my Bellydance Teacher & Mentor, Keti Sharif 

Baladi Beats: http://ketisharif.com/infoMesmerizingMoodsCD.html 
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WATER: Fluid, seamless, flowing. It is a nurturing, emotional energy. Pointing 

down shows how vessel of energy descends or moves inward. Movements are 

based on  the circle, lemniscate, (figure-eight) & gentle wave, possessing qual-

ities of rounded, seamless, fluidity and working with flow.  

BELLYDANCE VOCABULARY: HIP CIRCLES 

Feet: Slightly apart, with even weight distribution on each side 

 Imagining a circle shape in the horizontal place 

 Keeping your knees soft but strong & your leg muscles relaxed, begin to 

place attention on moving weight into the right ball of your foot as you 

set the intention to trace a circle with your hips in a clockwise direction.  

 As you trace the circle be mindful of the weight transfer that occurs as 

you gently move your hips, feeling the weight in your right ball of foot, 

right heel, left heel and left ball of foot. Finish in centre.  

 Repeat for four and then stop, rebalance & try on the left side, tracing a 

counter clockwise circle.  

 Always return to the breath, you create a rhythm for yourself that causes 

you to inhale for half the circle and exhale for the last half. 

 You can close your eyes, relax into the movement and allow your body to 

flow naturally with the movement. Be attentive to thoughts, feelings, 

pains or inspirations that ’speak to you’ throughout this mindful move-

ment. Bask in its simplicity that invites the dance to issue from you.  

 To move this circular hip movement, take a small step to the linear right 

on the first half of the circle & close your left foot to right on the last half. 

Do four circles and steps to the right & then return to starting position 

with four steps & circles to the left.  

Adding Arms 

 Place R forehand to left temple & extend L arm out to side as you move 

to the right. Reverse hand & arm as you move to the left.   

Example of Music for Practice: Slow orchestral music, sensual & flowing 

Link for music from my Bellydance Teacher & Mentor, Keti Sharif 

Enta Omri: http://ketisharif.com/infoEgyptianClassicsCD.html 
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FIRE: Dynamic, expressive, outreaching. Energy moves outwards. 

Movements are dynamic, kinetic, energetic, work with outreach. Its 

shapes are based on the triangle, diagonals & movements that focus on 

creating an external point.             

 

Teacher &  Mystic Mentor Wendy Schabrel    

BELLYDANCE VOCABULARY: HIP SHIMMY 

Feet: Feet slightly apart. Flat, grounded & stable in placement 

 Take a few breaths to connect with your EARTH Element of Expression to 

ground your feet, empower strong thighs while keeping knees soft.  

 To create a vibration through knees and thighs to hips, you will begin to 

tremble your knees & thighs backwards & forwards until the fleshy part 

of your inner thighs & buttocks create a vibrating momentum that ignites 

your FIRE Element of self-expression. 

 You will feel the energy quite contained in your lower body as the  

shimmy begins to vibrate through the hips. 

 Breathe strong powerful breaths that further act to kindle the FIRE both 

inwardly & outwardly as you let yourself relax into the shimmy. 

 Smile, have fun & let go. Continue to let the lower body loosen, without 

moving your upper body. 

 Practice your Shimmi every chance you get, while you peel potatoes,  

underneath your coat waiting for transit or with children or  

grandchildren. They will love it! 

Adding Arms (Just strike a pose!) 

  Pose with both arms out to side & bent at elbow or one arm up and one 

arm down to frame the head & the hips.    

 

Example of Music for Practice: Fast Arabic Drum Patterns featuring Tabla 

Solos, Music with quick notation featuring the Arabic instruments of qanoon, 

oud or saz. Any dance music that puts fire in your belly! 

 

Link for music from my Bellydance Teacher & Mentor, Keti Sharif 

Mini Drum: http://ketisharif.com/infoMesmerizingMoodsCD.html 
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AIR: Energy moves upward. The line represents levity. Light, nimble, & 

liberated. Shapes are lines & waves. It can change rapidly with dexteri-

ty & ease. Movement is floating or gliding. Movement qualities also in-

clude, lightness, kinetic, lifted & expressing with freedom.  

 

Teacher &  Mystic Mentor Wendy Schabrel    

BELLYDANCE VOCABULARY: TRIPLE STEP WITH VEIL ACCESSORY 

Feet: Begin in Dance Stance.  

 This is a gliding movement that is both continuous & smooth of which 

you can gracefully move through space with linear, circular or turning 

movements.  Use balls of feet for rapid movement & flat feet if slower. 

 Resembling the cha-cha step in Latin dance, you transfer your weight by 

stepping right, to left, to right. Practice this movement with flat feet first.  

Alternate and do left, right, left.  

 Now connecting with your breath, mindfully breathe in your air, feeling 

its lightness and its ability to invisible fill space both within you and 

around you. Allow your breath to lift you on to the balls of your feet while 

you let yourself freely, nimbly & gracefully glide through your space.   

 As you dance to your music, you can count 1,2, 3-4  as you pause on 

your third step & transition to your other side. 

 Keep you steps small, light & hold your body & head tall as you glide. 

Adding Arms (Extended, Sweeping & Reaching Outwards) 

  With arms lifting & opening out to the sides or front & back, allow them 

to lead your leg and hip movement. 

 Use a large rectangular scarf or veil made from a light, filmy fabric to 

“catch and play” with the air around you.  Let go and release the arms 

into flexible, flowing shapes as you glide in your space with your veil.   

 

Example of Music for Practice: Arabic flutes or air instruments such as 

the Ney, Arghul or Kawala.  Any orchestral music that “lifts your spirits” & 

causes you to express yourself with nimble agility & graceful gesture! 

Link for music from my Bellydance Teacher & Mentor, Keti Sharif 

Aazefat el Fajir: http://ketisharif.com/infoMagicOrientCD.html 
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I would like to thank –you for downloading this document on  

Bellydancing: The Four Elements Movement Guide.  

My hope is that you will enjoy this beautiful & natural pathway of 

mindful movement through this ancient dance form as much or 

more than I have throughout the some twenty-five years that  

it has empowered & graced my life.   

May dance lead you into yourself as it has mine! 

 

As a devoted student of my Teacher, Keti Sharif of A-Z Bellydance, I would 

like to acknowledge and thank her for encouraging her students to use her 

work in creative ways that are true to our personal callings & purpose.  The 

basis of this course is rooted in my passion for empowering personal  

leadership. I would like to close with one of Keti’s many inspiring quotes.   

 

Experiencing Balance & Healing Through Dance,  

Music & the Elements    

‘Dance to flutes when you’re feeling low in spirits– it will uplift your mood. 

Pound your feet on the earth to drums when overwhelmed or angry, it will 

ground and stabilize you. Let heartfelt emotions pour out to the melodies of 

the violin, accordion, saxophone when you feel sadness or grief; they will 

envelope you with love. When frozen with inertia or fear, let the string in-

struments ignite your inner-fire and energize you; guitars, lutes, oud, 

qanoon. We’re all human, our energy constantly shifts as we endeavor to 

find balance. Emotionally, mentally, physically and spiritually, we all go up 

and down. But we always have a friend in dance. Identify your mood, and 

then invite the universal power of music and dance, to heal you and help 

you find balance again.’  

 

Keti Sharif, 1:4, A-Z Bellydance—Original Personal Techniques Course,©2018  

 


